Abstract—This paper presents techniques for the design of high-power Lundell alternators with integrated switched-mode rectifiers. A multisection stator winding and interleaved rectifier arrangement is introduced that enables high power levels to be achieved using small semiconductor devices, and which greatly reduces the output filter capacitor requirements. We also demonstrate control methods suited for this interleaved system. In addition to accurate closed-loop output voltage control, we introduce methods to provide (partial) synchronous rectification for reduced loss, and to provide tight load-dump transient control. The proposed technology is validated in the design and experimental evaluation of a 42-V, 3.4-kW alternator with fully integrated power electronics and controls. The prototype alternator achieves approximately a factor of 2.1 increase in power and 1.6 increase in power density as compared to a conventional diode-rectified alternator.

Index Terms—Integrated switched-mode rectifiers (SMRs), interleaved rectifier, 42-V automotive alternator, load-dump control.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is an emerging need for automotive generators that can provide higher output power and power density, improved efficiency, and better transient response (including load-dump suppression.) Moreover, there is an interest in developing electrical systems at a higher voltage (42 V) to better accommodate more electrical power in automobiles, and to achieve economies available through tighter suppression of overvoltage transients. These challenges have motivated a variety of research into automotive alternator design in recent years (e.g., [1]–[26]).

Earlier work has shown that switched-mode rectification coupled with appropriate controls can provide dramatic improvements in the power capability, efficiency, and transient response of both Lundell and permanent magnet alternators [10]–[19], [24]–[26]. This paper, an extended version of [44], carries this strategy forward. We present the design and experimental evaluation of a high-power 42-V Lundell alternator having the power electronics and control circuitry fully integrated with the machine. The new design is shown to provide ~100% increase in output power and power density over a conventional alternator design, along with significant improvements in load-dump transient performance. To achieve this, we introduce a multisection winding and interleaved rectifier arrangement that enables high power levels to be achieved using small semiconductor devices, and which greatly reduces the output filter capacitor requirements. We also demonstrate control methods suited to this interleaved system. In addition to accurate closed-loop output voltage control, we introduce means to provide (partial) synchronous rectification for reduced loss, and demonstrate the ability to achieve tight load-dump transient control within the requirements of 42-V electrical systems [27].

The paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the general principles underlying the alternator design, and introduces the interleaved winding and switched-mode rectifier (SMR) structure we propose. The physical construction of the alternator system and integrated electronics is also described. Section III describes the control approach utilized with the interleaved architecture. Means for providing output voltage control are described, along with means for implementing synchronous rectification of the active devices. Experimental results demonstrating the efficacy of the control implementation are also presented. The load-dump protection control scheme implemented in the system is also described, along with experimental results demonstrating the ability to meet the requirements of 42-V systems. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

A. Switched-Mode Rectification and Load-Matching Control

Conventional three-phase Lundell alternators employ a diode bridge to rectify the generated ac voltages, and regulate the output voltage via field control. By exchanging the diodes in the bottom half of the rectifier bridge for active devices such as power MOSFETs, a semibridge SMR is obtained (see Fig. 1). The SMR provides additional means of controlling the alternator. As shown in [10] and elsewhere, by modulating the switches with an appropriate duty ratio (at a high frequency compared to the machine electrical frequency), the alternator output characteristics can be matched to the output in a manner that provides greatly increased power capability and efficiency across speed and power.
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As shown in [10], the output power of an alternator with this SMR can be found as

\[
P_{\text{out}} = \frac{3(1 - d) V_o}{\pi} \sqrt{\left(\frac{k\omega i_f}{\pi}\right)^2 - \frac{2(1-d) V_o}{\omega L_S}} \tag{1}
\]

where

- \(P_{\text{out}}\) is the alternator output power;
- \(d\) is the duty ratio of the active switches;
- \(L_s\) is the synchronous inductance of the stator winding;
- \(\omega\) is the alternator angular electrical frequency;
- \(i_f\) is the alternator field current;
- \(k\) is the machine constant (line-neutral back electromotive force (EMF) voltage magnitude \(V_o = k\omega i_f\)).

To obtain improved performance, duty ratio \(d\) is controlled up to a maximum value that provides load matching of the alternator [maximizing \(P_{\text{out}}\) in (1)]

\[
d_{\text{match}} = 1 - \sqrt{\frac{2\pi k}{4V_o}} \omega i_f. \tag{2}
\]

By selecting appropriate combinations of duty ratio and field current, the alternator output power can be controlled up to a maximum that is a function of the alternator speed. The machine stator winding (which influences \(k\) and \(L_s\)) is selected to provide the desired capability for a specified output voltage \(V_o\) (e.g., 14 or 42 V)\(^1\). Fig. 2 shows the output power capability for the prototype Lundell machine (for an appropriate stator winding) with both diode rectification and load-matched operation (as with switched-mode rectification). As can be seen, the additional flexibility provided by the SMR yields tremendous improvements in output power capability across the speed range. Moreover, as shown in [10], this can be achieved at higher efficiency and lower operating temperatures.

### B. Interleaved Alternator Design

While the use of switched-mode rectification offers major opportunities, it also poses some practical challenges. One issue to be addressed is the pulsating ripple current at the output of the SMR. Unlike a diode rectifier, the output current of the SMR of Fig. 1 pulsates at the switching frequency, yielding an rms ripple current into the rectifier output capacitor that is on the order of \(I_o(d/(1 - d))^{1/2}\), where \(I_o\) is the average alternator output current. Low equivalent-series-resistance capacitors with high ripple-current rating are, therefore, required to absorb this ripple current and contribute to electromagnetic interference (EMI) filtering. This is certainly achievable in a small volume using film or multilayer ceramic capacitors (see, e.g., [10]), but does represent a significant cost element. A second challenge relates to sizing of the semiconductor switches. At 14 V output, reasonably high-power alternators can be implemented with single-die plastic-packaged devices, owing to the wide availability of low-resistance 30- and 20-V MOSFETs for low-voltage applications. (We assume the use of active load-dump control techniques such as those demonstrated here or in [10] to enable use of low-voltage MOSFETs. Partly countering the advantage of MOSFETs at 14 V is the relatively worse performance of diodes at 14 V). At 42 V output, however, it is more difficult to realize the circuit of Fig. 1 without resorting to paralleled devices or devices modules (as used in [10]), especially when seeking to achieve high output power and temperature ratings.

Here, we demonstrate a design strategy that addresses both of the aforementioned challenges. Instead of the design of Fig. 1, we employ an interleaved machine and rectifier configuration, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In this approach, the system is constructed from a number \(N_C\) of small rectifier cells connected in parallel, with each cell fed from a separate isolated three-phase stator winding. The total system size and rating remains essentially unchanged, but utilizes more and smaller devices and windings. The switching patterns of the SMR cells are identical, but are each shifted in time from the other cells by \(\pi/2\). Fig. 3 shows the output power capability for the interleaved machine and rectifier configuration, with an appropriate stator winding and control system. As can be seen, this provides significant advantages in filtering of the output. Interleaving has been applied earlier in a variety of applications, including dc–dc converters [28], [29], rectifiers [30], [31], and even in alternators [5] (albeit with different operating conditions and design objectives).

\(^1\)Neglecting device drops and other second-order effects, the same power capability can be achieved at any specified output voltage \(V_o\) by an appropriate rewinding of the stator.
Interleaving has a number of advantages in the present design. First, high power can be achieved using multiple rectifier cells, each of which only require small, single-die devices in inexpensive packages. Moreover, the dissipation associated with rectification can be physically spread over a larger heat sink area, reducing the thermal management challenge. This can be seen qualitatively in the photograph of the distributed rectifier in our prototype system (see Fig. 4). A further major advantage of interleaving is the achievable reduction in output ripple and current rating of the output capacitor. Similar to the single SMR, each of the SMR cells delivers currents pulsating at the switching frequency. With interleaving, however, the net switching ripple current has a higher fundamental frequency (by a factor $N_C$) and its rms value is greatly reduced. This both greatly eases filtering of the output (e.g., to meet EMI specifications) and reduces the rms ripple rating of the alternator output capacitance. The degree to which ripple is attenuated depends on the number of cells employed and the duty ratio selected; the impact of this on control is considered in the following section.

C. Alternator Winding Design

The design described here is based on a modified Delco/Remy 92319 alternator (12-V, 130-A rating). The stator of the machine has 36 slots, into which the original three-phase winding was wave-wound. Each phase of the original machine comprised two parallel 14-AWG wires wound for a total of 72 series turns, yielding six turns (12 wires) per slot, with some slots containing an additional two wires for terminating the winding. The stator was rewound for the proposed interleaved SMR system at 42-V output. Rewinding of the machine focused on realizing the multiple three-phase sets for an interleaved system (see Fig. 3). A four-cell system was implemented having four separate sets of three-phase windings. Because our design incorporates a boost rectifier, the same number of turns (in each phase set) as the original 14-V alternator was used for 42-V output (see [10], [16], and [25] for the impact of turns count). The machine was rewound with each phase conductor comprising one strand of $17\frac{1}{2}$-AWG wire, yielding a copper packing factor close to that of the original machine.

In implementing an interleaved system, the magnetic coupling among different winding sets must be carefully considered in order to prevent undesirable circulating currents and losses [25]. In particular, it is desirable for the individual stator sets to be magnetically isolated to a large extent, to prevent differential ac circulating current among cells. Fig. 5 uses an equivalent circuit incorporating a transformer T model to illustrate the impact of magnetic coupling between the two phase-A windings for SMR cells 1 and 2. Since the MOSFETs are switching ON and OFF with a time shift, a differential ac voltage across terminals $A_1$ and $A_2$ results a circulating current $i_{12}$ flowing through the winding leakage inductance, $L_{lk(A1)}$ and $L_{lk(A2)}$. This circulating current superimposes on the phase current $i_A$, and causes ripple currents at the SMR cells inputs. The magnitude of $i_{12}$ is inversely proportional to the values of $L_{lk(A1)}$ and $L_{lk(A2)}$. Thus, in a case when the phase windings are wound in the same stator slots, the large mutual coupling and small leakage inductance lead to a large value of circulating current, and hence, ripple currents at the SMR cells inputs.
To address the issue of magnetic coupling, the four sets of windings were wound in four separate sectors of the machine, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Each phase winding occupies a quadrant of the stator spanning nine stator teeth. Because the number of slots for a phase winding is an odd number, windings of each phase in adjacent sectors share one stator slot. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 6, the two phase-A windings for SMR cells 1 and 2 share slot 10. As analyzed in detail in [25] and validated experimentally, this winding strategy limits magnetic coupling of different phase sets to a few percent, producing large leakage inductance and eliminating practical concerns about circulating current. The only disadvantage observed in this highly separated winding scheme is that any mechanical offset in the position of the rotor from the true center of the stator can yield differences in gap (and hence back EMF) among different phase sets. The back EMF variations that were encountered in practice were only on the order of 5%, however, which was found to be acceptable.

D. Rectifier Design and Integration

The aforementioned rewound machine has been coupled with a four-cell ($N_C = 4$) SMR (see Fig. 3) to realize a 3.4-kW, 42-V alternator. This alternator has the power electronics and control circuitry fully integrated into the machine. To accommodate the prototype SMR, heat sink, and sensors, the alternator case was extended by approximately 4 cm (roughly by a factor of 1.3). As the redesigned alternator achieves a factor of 2.1 increase in output power (see Fig. 2), we have achieved more than a factor of 1.6 improvement in power density. (Based on our subsequent study, we believe that the rectifier could be incorporated with no increase in case length, promising over a factor of 2 improvement in power density.) A photograph of the prototype alternator (with thermocouples attached and internal node voltages brought out) is shown in Fig. 7.

Based on our design studies (including [17] and [23]–[26]), it is expected that a three-cell interleaved design would have been adequate for meeting the target performance and semiconductor thermal requirements to ambient temperatures beyond 85 °C. However, we developed the four-cell design to make better use of the available heat sink area and achieve higher temperature capability. Each of the four cells utilizes three IRFB4310 MOSFETs (100-V, 5.6-mΩ, T0-220 package) and three 30CTQ100 Schottky diode pairs (100-V, 2 × 30 A, T0-220 package), locally bypassed with three 0.47-μF ceramic capacitors. Note that the voltage ratings of the semiconductor devices were selected quite conservatively, as testing demonstrated that voltage transients could be limited below 56 V, even under load-dump conditions (see Section III). The MOSFETs are driven from IR4426S gate drivers via 4.7-Ω series resistors. Control is provided by a MC68HC908 microcontroller, which controls both the SMR and provides pulsedwidth modulated (PWM) field control. The SMR operates at a switching frequency of 100 kHz, representing a reasonable tradeoff between switching and conduction loss, while the field is pulsedwidth modulated at 12.5 kHz.

A custom aluminum heat sink was designed based on thermal models for the alternator developed in [17] and [23]; a photograph of the devices mounted to the heat sink is shown in Fig. 4. Acceptable temperature rises at the device cases of less than 50 °C were found for all operating conditions evaluated.
An interesting result in this thermal design was the temperature difference between the FETs and their heat sink, and the diodes and their heat sink (detailed in [26]). With only one exception, the heat sink was always hotter than the silicon device. The FETs and diodes are exposed to the coolest air, as the fan draws air past the semiconductors, through the heat sink, and then blows it over the alternator windings. Apparently, the heat generated in the semiconductors is completely carried away by the air flowing over them. Because the heat sink is thermally connected to the case and the windings, it also helps to carry away some of the heat from the windings. To reduce the temperature of the semiconductors, it would probably be better to thermally isolate them from the case of the alternator and the windings. This is a slightly different thermal design from what was built for this experiment. Further details of the electrical and thermal design and testing of the SMR may be found in [23]–[26].

III. CONTROL

Control of the alternator encompasses a number of tasks. Foremost is the regulation of the output voltage across variations in load. This is achieved through control of both the alternator field current and the switching pattern of the rectifier. Control of the field and SMR should also be performed in a manner that meets other goals, such as maintaining high efficiency and controlling output ripple. Additionally, there is a need to handle fault conditions. One requirement is to limit the “load-dump” voltage transient that can occur when the battery is suddenly disconnected from the alternator while drawing high current [34]–[43]. In this section, we describe how these control requirements are addressed in the prototype system, and present experimental results that validate our methods. A photograph of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8.

A. SMR Control

Multiple possibilities exist for controlling the output voltage and current of the interleaved alternator configuration of Fig. 3. In each case, one selects a combination of field current and duty ratio that provides sufficient power to regulate the output. One straightforward possibility is to operate the interleaved system exactly as a single-cell design, but with the gating waveforms of the cells interleaved appropriately. For example, one might select the field current and duty ratio according to the efficiency-optimizing controller of [10], and simply phase shift the gating waveforms to the individual cells by appropriate amounts. With this strategy, the switching ripple current into the output capacitor is reduced by an amount that depends on the number of cells and the duty ratio, and the fundamental switching ripple frequency is increased by a factor $N_C$ (e.g., see [25] and [28]–[30]).

Another control possibility arises from the fact that the switching ripple currents delivered by the interleaved cells cancel completely for certain duty ratios (e.g., see [25] and [28]–[30]), yielding an output waveform that is ideally free of switching ripple. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 9, in a two-cell system operating at a 50% duty ratio ($d = 0.5$), the pulsating currents from the individual cells add to provide a continuous (small-ripple) output current waveform. Thus, a two-cell system can ideally be operated at $d = 0$ (corresponding to diode rectification) or $d = 0.5$ with minimal switching ripple. Likewise, in a four-cell system ($N_C = 4$), the cell switching ripple currents cancel completely for duty ratios $d$ of 0, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75, respectively. By accepting operation at only these specific duty cycles, significant reductions in capacitor rating and filtering requirements can be achieved at the expense of design complexity.

The alternator design demonstrated here takes advantage of this “perfect cancellation” interleaving strategy. Because we constrain the control to only discrete duty ratios, the load-matching condition indicated in (2) and illustrated in Fig. 2 is not achieved precisely across speed. However, in our four-cell design, there is sufficient flexibility with four available duty ratios ($d = 0, 0.25, 0.5,$ and 0.75, respectively) to make a reasonable approximation to load-matched performance at heavy
loads. Fig. 10 shows experimental measurements of alternator output power at full field current and at each of these duty ratios across speed. Fig. 11 demonstrates automatic duty-ratio switching to achieve near load-matched power across speed; the two curves illustrate performance for increasing and decreasing speed, respectively.

### B. Output Voltage Regulation

Given the selected restriction to a discrete set of SMR duty ratios for ripple cancellation, the question arises of how to maintain output regulation across alternator speed and load. The strategy adopted in our prototype system is to select an appropriate duty ratio based on alternator speed (with a small amount of hysteresis in the transition points), and to regulate the output power within that speed range via field control. Table I shows the transition speeds for switching among the allowed duty ratios, and illustrates the hysteresis in the transitions.

In realizing this control scheme, there is a need to detect the alternator speed. Fig. 12 illustrates the method and circuitry for detecting alternator speed and phase current direction. This information is used in controlling the SMR duty ratio and implementing synchronous rectification.

The current of that alternator phase. By measuring the period of the signals, the electrical frequency and alternator speed is easily determined. Moreover, these signals can be used for implementing partial synchronous rectification (as described in the following).

Alternator field current is adjusted between 0 and a maximum value (nominally 3.6 A) by PWM. As the field is wound for a 14-V output, but is driven from 42 V in our design, the field duty ratio is limited to a maximum value of 28% (below 33%). Field duty ratio is adjusted based on output voltage error mainly via proportional control, with a voltage deviation of ±2.68 V causing a field duty-ratio swing between zero and maximum. A small summed error term (digital integral term) is also added into the field duty ratio to provide good steady-state performance, but the gain of this integral term is sufficiently small that it does not compromise the dynamics of the proportional control.

Fig. 13 shows how field current varies as a function of speed to maintain the desired output at a variety of loads ranging from 100 to 2500 W. The speed points where the duty-ratio transitions occur are clearly visible. Fig. 14 shows output power versus speed for the alternator for a number of fixed load currents. Notice how the effect of duty- transitions and field current variations and transitions cancel to produce the desired constant

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duty Cycles</th>
<th>Transition Speed for Decreasing d</th>
<th>Transition Speed for Increasing d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5, 0.75</td>
<td>2001 rpm</td>
<td>1744 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25, 0.5</td>
<td>3212 rpm</td>
<td>2839 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0, 0.25</td>
<td>4360 rpm</td>
<td>3938 rpm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
power across speed. Fig. 15 shows a scatter plot of the alternator output voltage across speed and load power; almost all of the points fall within ±0.4 V of the set point of 42 V. These results demonstrate the ability to regulate the output across a wide range of speed and load with the proposed control approach.

C. Synchronous Rectification

In order to maintain high efficiency, it is desirable to achieve at least partial synchronous rectification with the MOSFETs in the SMR. That is, in order to reduce loss, we would like to turn the MOSFETs ON when the phase currents would otherwise pass through the MOSFET body diodes. This requires some means to detect the direction of the phase current. We achieve this without the need for direct current measurements using the approach illustrated in Fig. 12 and described earlier. Fig. 16 illustrates the pulsating drain voltage of the MOSFET along with the digital signal to the microprocessor indicating phase current direction. The digital signals indicating phase current direction are used to synthesize synchronous rectification pulses to hold the MOSFETs ON during the appropriate time period. Note that when the MOSFET is held ON, we cannot detect a direction change for the phase current with this method. Because of this, and to accommodate the fact that the span of the desired ON pulse varies with speed and load, we only set the synchronous rectification pulsewidth to 85% of the time indicated by our detection scheme, thus providing some operating margin. Moreover, whenever the alternator first starts up or changes duty ratio, the synchronous rectification pulses are turned off and then slowly increased to their 85% duration over a number of cycles. This allows efficient operation under steady-state conditions without causing problems during transients.

Testing of the proposed synchronous rectification scheme demonstrated its efficacy. It was found that synchronous rectification always provides an improvement in operating temperatures of the SMR. Considering the worst case thermal points for the SMR at each duty ratio, it was found that synchronous rectification lowered diode temperature an average of 4.6°C and MOSFET temperature an average of 7.4°C (on the order of 10% of total temperature rise). Detailed measurements for a
variety of operating conditions may be found in [26]. As there is no additional hardware expense and little control complexity to realizing the proposed synchronous rectification scheme, its use is well justified.

D. Load-Dump Transient Control

Control of load-dump transients is another important aspect of alternator design. This is particularly important in 42-V electrical systems, since the proposed transient limits [27] are much tighter (on a percent overvoltage basis) than is typically achieved with Lundell alternators (e.g., see [34]–[43]). The SMR alternator can achieve significantly improved output voltage transient response as compared to a diode-rectified alternator [10]. When a load dump event takes place, the output of the alternator has no place to go; therefore, the output voltage builds up. If the increase in output voltage is sensed, and the MOSFETs in the rectifier are turned on when the voltage exceeds a threshold, the alternator current can be diverted from the output while the field current is reduced, and the high-voltage transient associated with the energy stored in the machine synchronous reactance can be eliminated. Moreover, shorting the output of the machine via the MOSFETs prevents the line-to-line back EMF voltage of the alternator from appearing at the rectifier output. The strategy undertaken is thus to detect the occurrence of a load-dump transient overvoltage with a comparator. When a fault is detected, the SMR MOSFETs are turned on, and the field drive is turned off. After a minimum 300 ms delay for clearance of the fault, the alternator restarts.

To demonstrate this load-dump control strategy, the output of the alternator was connected to a switched resistor network, without the presence of a battery or large capacitive filter. Only a small 60-μF capacitance was included at the alternator output in addition to the 6.1-μF of bypass capacitors on the SMR printed circuit board. The switched resistor network was configured to permit the load resistance to be rapidly switched from 0.58 to 42 Ω (72 A to 1 A/3024 W to 42 W).

Fig. 17 shows the example results for alternator operation at 4500 r/min (0% duty cycle) and an initial load 72 A. As the load dump is detected, alternator output current is cut off (diverted through the SMR MOSFETs). The transient voltage rises to a peak of approximately 58 V at a rate of about 1.3 V/μs. Repeated testing demonstrated the ability to limit peak overvoltage at the alternator output to 58 V. Note that during the load-dump suppression, the rectifier MOSFETs see higher than the usual current. Measurements of the MOSFET currents show that they peak at about 56 A, and decay approximately with the same time constant as the field current. As the MOSFETs in this design have a peak current rating of 140 A and the overcurrent lasts only a very short time (50–100 ms), there is no danger of damage to the alternator or the external system.

It may be concluded that tight load-dump control is achieved in the prototype system. Control of the SMR under full-scale load-dump transients yields a peak overvoltage of only 58 V on the 42-V system, without undue stress on the semiconductor devices.

Fig. 17. Load-dump transient response for a load step from 0.58 to 42 Ω (from ~3024 to ~42 W) at 4500 r/min with no battery. Channel 1 shows alternator output voltage, while channel 2 shows alternator output current. The output voltage transient is limited to 58 V.

IV. Conclusion

This paper presents techniques for the design of high-power Lundell alternators with integrated SMR s. A multisection stator winding and interleaved rectifier arrangement is introduced that enables high power levels to be achieved using small semiconductor devices, and which greatly reduces the output filter capacitor requirements. We also demonstrate control methods suited to this interleaved system. In addition to accurate closed-loop output voltage control, we introduce methods to provide (partial) synchronous rectification for reduced loss, and to provide tight load-dump transient control. The proposed technology is validated in the design and experimental evaluation of a 42-V, 3.4-kW alternator with fully integrated power electronics and controls. The prototype alternator achieves approximately a factor of 2.1 increase in power and 1.6 increase in power density as compared to a conventional diode-rectified alternator, along with a substantial improvement in load-dump performance.
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